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Last up in Privacy Tech for #enigma2021, @xchatty speaking about

"IMPLEMENTING DIFFERENTIAL PRIVACY FOR THE 2020

Differential privacy was invented in 2006. Seems like a long time but it's not a long time since a fundamental scientific

invention. It took longer than that between the invention of public key cryptography and even the first version of SSL.

But even in 2020, we still can't meet user expectations.

* Data users expect consistent data releases

* Some people call synthetic data "fake data" like

"fake news"

* It's not clear what "quality assurance" and "data exploration" means in a DP framework
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We just did the 2020 US census

* required to collect it by the constitution

* but required to maintain privacy by law

But that's hard! What if there were 10 people on the block and all the same sex and age? If you posted something like that,

then you would know what everyone's sex and age was on the block.

Previously used a method called "swapping" with secret parameters

* differential privacy is open and we can talk about privacy loss/accuracy tradeoff

* swapping assumed limitations of the attackers (e.g. limited computational power)

Needed to design the algorithms to get the accuracy we need it and tune the privacy loss based on that.

Change in the meaning of "privacy" as relative -- it requires a lot of explanation and overcoming organizational barriers.

By 2017 thought they had a good understanding of how differential privacy would fit -- just use the new algorithm where the

old one was used, to create the "micodata detail file".

Surprises:

* different groups at the Census thought that meant different things

* before, states were processed as they came in. Differential privacy requires everything be computed on at once

* required a lot more computing power

* differential privacy system has to be developed with real data; can't use simulated data to do this because the algorithms in

the literature weren't designed for dats anything like as complex as the real data (multiracial people, different kinds of

households, etc)



* to understand the privacy/accuracy trade-off requires a lot of runs, representing a *lot* of computer time

Census bureau was 100% behind the move

* initial implementation was by Dan Kiefer, who took a sabbatical

* expanded team to with Simson and others

* 2018 end to end test

* original development was on an on-prem Linux cluster

* then got to move to AWS Elastic compute... but the monitoring wasn't good enough and had to create their own dashboard

to track execution

* it wasn't a small amount of compute



* republished the 2010 census data using the differentially private algorithm and then had a conference to talk about it

* ... it wasn't well-received by the data users who thought there was too much error

For example: if we add a random value to a child's age, we might get a negative value, which probably won't happen to a

child's age.

If you avoid that, you might add bias to the data. How to avoid that? Let some data users get access to the measurement

files [I don't follow]

In summary, this is retrofitting the longest-running statistical program in the country with differential privacy. Data users have

had some concerns, but believe it will all come out.



Code is up on github and papers are up online. (@xchatty have some links?)

[end of talk]
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